
The Friends of Rotoiti Rat Trap Lines 
Traps are 50m apart, except for Holland Street & Robert Road which have traps at 25m spacing. Black Valley 
Walk and Gibbs Walk have traps at 25m spacing also. Numbering for BVW and GW lines goes- 1, 1a, 2, 2a, 3, 3a 
etc. Peninsula Walk is also numbered 1, 1a, 2, 2a, etc. The ‘a’ traps on the PNW are open year round, the 1,2,3,4 
etc traps are open only when there are high numbers of rats. 

Moraine Walk  (MW 1-34).  
Starts at Main Road, goes to West Bay. 
 
Lodge Road  (LR 1-14).  
Starts at main Road, goes to West Bay 
 
Black Hill Contour  BHC (1-16) 
Starts 25m up hill from BHW 5. 
Follows pink marker tapes sidling around Black Hill to 
BHW 19. This is a cut line, not a formed track – it is 
rough and can be slippery. 
 
Black Hill Walk  (BHW 1- 25) 
Starts at Rotoiti Lodge, goes to Moraine Walk. 

Black Valley Walk  
(BVW 1-18a)  
Starts at entrance to Black 
Valley track off Kerr Bay 
Road. At the school, the line 
crosses footbridge onto 
Bridge Rd and continues on 
the left of road down Lake Rd 
and finishes just before Gibbs 
walk. 

Holland Street  (HS 1-11) 
Line starts just past the beginning of Holland Street and 
follows it to its end. Traps are 25m apart. 
 

Robert Road  (RR 1-10) 
Line starts just past the beginning of Robert Road and 
follows the road to its end. Traps are 25m apart. 

 

Water Tank (WT 1-14) 
Starts at Rotoiti Lodge, goes up 
track to water tanks and down 
to Baxter St. 
 

Ward Street (WS 1-14) 
Starts in front of DOC 
workshop, goes up Ward Street 
then up to water tanks (watch 
out for the swamp!) 
 

View Road (VR 1-18) 
Starts at DOC flagpole, goes 
along View Rd, up hill, Baxter 
St then down to PNW. 
 

Peninsula Centre Line (PCL 1-
14) 
Starts on track at end of 
Cotterel St. At trap two the line 
turns off and heads down centre 
of peninsula. 
Follow the pink marker tapes. 
Finishes at PNW 18. This is a 
cut line, not a formed track – it 
is rough and can be slippery. 

Peninsula  Nature Walk  
(PNW 1a – 41a. No PNW 3a) 
Starts east of water taxi jetty on lake 
edge, 2a is in front of Blechnyden 
Shelter. Follows bush edge to Brunner 
toilet block and follow the PNW track 
to west bay. 
Traps are at 50m spacing. All traps 
1a, 2a etc are open year round. 
Traps numbered 1,2,3,4 etc are at 
RNRP stoat trap sites and are only 
opened when rat numbers are high. 

Gibbs Walk  (GW 1-6a) 
Starts just past the national park sign, goes to campground. GW6 is behind 
camp site 4 and GW 6a is near the entrance to the Blechnyden Shelter, near 
outside tap. 


